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Continuations an be used to explain a wide variety of ontrol behaviours, in luding alling/returning (pro edures), raising/handling (ex eptions),
labelled jumping (goto statements), pro ess swit hing ( oroutines), and ba ktra king. However, ontinuations are often manipulated in a highly stylised way, and we
show that all of these, bar ba ktra king, in fa t use their ontinuations linearly ;
this is formalised by taking a target language for ps transforms that has both
intuitionisti and linear fun tion types.

Abstra t.

1. Introdu tion
Continuations are the raw material of ontrol. They an be used to
explain a wide variety of ontrol behaviours, in luding alling/returning
(pro edures), raising/handling (ex eptions), labelled jumping (goto
statements), pro ess swit hing ( oroutines), and ba ktra king. In the
most powerful form, represented by all and its ousins, the programmer an manipulate ontinuations as rst- lass values. But few
languages give the programmer dire t, rst- lass, a ess to ontinuations; rather, they are \behind the s enes," implementing other ontrol
onstru ts, and their use is highly stylised. For many forms of ontrol,
this stylised ontinuation usage an be aptured by using ontinuations
linearly; meaning, roughly, that ontinuations are neither dupli ated
nor dis arded. We explore the variety of ontrol onstru ts admit1
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1 We mean more roughly than the usual informal onne tion between linearity
and neither dupli ating nor dis arding sin e, as we will dis uss later, various notions
of \ ontinuation" obey various usage onstraints. In short, beware assumptions
regarding the meaning of \linear use of ontinuations."
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ting su h a dis ipline of linearly used ontinuations, whi h in ludes
pro edure all and return, ex eptions, goto statements, and oroutines.
Formally, for a number of ontrol behaviours we present more-orless standard ontinuation-passing style ( ps) transformations, whi h
we type using a ombination of intuitionisti (ordinary) and linear
fun tion types. The general pattern is that ontinuation transformers,
whi h a ept ontinuations (or olle tions of ontinuations; dis ussed
in Se tion 4) as an argument, are typed as linear fun tions, while ontinuations themselves are intuitionisti fun tions. We also remark on
the ombinations of features whi h break linearity of the ontinuation
transformers. Interestingly, the presen e of named labels, by itself, does
not. And neither does ba kward jumping, whi h allows pie es of ode to
be exe uted many times but is di erent in hara ter from ba ktra king.
The basi idea an be seen in the type used to interpret untyped allby-value ( bv) - al ulus. Just as S ott [29℄ gave a typed explanation
of untyped - al ulus using the domain equation
D
=D!D

(or, equivalently, the re ursive type D: D ! D) we an understand
linear use of ontinuations in terms of the domain equation
D
= (D ! R)

( (D ! R);

where ( is the type of linear fun tions and R is a type of results.
If we were to hange the prin ipal ( to an !, then this type ould
a ept all ; but, as we later dis uss, all dupli ates the urrent
ontinuation, and is ruled out by this typing. Thus, even though one
might laim that the linear usage of ontinuations has nothing to do
with typing in the sour e language, we an nonetheless use types in the
target language to analyse ontrol behaviour.
An essential point is that it is ontinuation transformers (fun tions
from ontinuations to ontinuations), rather than ontinuations, whi h
are linear fun tions. This is the reason we say that ontinuations are
used linearly. All of the interpretations we present are variations on
this idea.
Terminologi al Aside: There is some divergen e in the literature on
the terminology used to des ribe where linearity resides. Some authors
refer to the argument to a fun tion of type A ( B as being linear,
rather than the fun tion itself. We are following Girard's original usage:
an element of type A ( B is a linear fun tion, and so the argument is
used in a linear fashion. Hen e, in our transforms, it is the ontinuation
transformers, rather than the ontinuations, whi h are \linear."
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This paper is essentially an attempt to formalise ideas about ontinuation usage, some of whi h have been hinted at in the literature,
usually under the at h-phrase \one ontinuation [identi er℄ is enough"
[6, 7, 11, 21, 27, 38℄. Indeed, part of what we say is known or suspe ted
amongst ontinuation insiders; however, we have not found any of the
linear typings we give stated anywhere.

2. The Target Language
We need a formulation of linear type theory built from the onne tives
(, ! and &, and use one based on DILL [3℄, whi h is a presentation
of linear typing that allows a pleasantly dire t des ription of ! (whi h
does not rely on de omposition through !).
The syntax of terms is given by the grammar:
M ::= x j x: M j Æx: M j M M j M M

j hM; M i j 

i

M

Like standard - al ulus, we have variables x, abstra tions x: M , and
appli ations M M . This abstra tion and appli ation is the usual, intuitionisti , all-by-name one. Linear abstra tions Æx: M and appli ations
M M are operationally equivalent to the intuitionisti versions, the
di eren e is in typing only. Likewise, additive pairs hM; M i and proje tions  M are equivalent to the standard multipli ative versions
operationally, but di er in typing.
The syntax of types is given by the grammar:
i

P ::= R j P
A ::=  j P

( P j A ! P j P &P j X j X: P

pointed types
types

Here, & is the type of additive produ ts, X ranges over type variables,
 builds re ursive types, and  ranges over primitive types. Types P
are pointed while types A are not ne essarily. Pointed types are those
for whi h re ursion is allowed. In parti ular, primitive types used to
treat atomi data (su h as a type for integers) should not be pointed
in a ps language. It would be possible to add type onstru tors for
sums, !, and so on, but we will not need them.
The distin tion between pointed and non-pointed types is espe ially
vivid in the standard predomain model of the system, where a pointed
type denotes a pointed po (a hain- omplete partial order with bottom) and a type denotes a possibly bottomless po. The type R of
results denotes the two-point latti e, & is Cartesian produ t, ( is stri t
fun tion spa e, and ! is ontinuous fun tion spa e.  is interpreted
using the inverse limit onstru tion. This is not an espe ially a urate
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model of the language, be ause the interpretation of ( validates Contra tion and be ause the abstra tness of the result type is not a ounted
for. But the model is ertainly adequate for any reasonable operational
semanti s, and so serves as a useful referen e point.
There is also a predomain variant of the original oheren e spa e
model of linear logi . In this model a type denotes a family of oheren e
spa es and a pointed type denotes a singleton su h family [2℄. Then
( is the usual linear fun tion type, and fA g 2 !Q P is a produ t
Q
2 A ) P where ) is stable fun tion spa e and 2 is the dire t
produ t of oheren e spa es; this gives us a singleton family (that is, a
pointed type).
The system uses typing judgements of the form
; ` M : A
where the ontext onsists of an intuitionisti zone and a linear zone
. Intuitionisti zones are sets of asso iations x : A pairing variables
with types, and linear zones are sets of asso iations x : P pairing
variables with pointed types. Sin e we use sets, the Ex hange rules
are built in, that is, the order within the zones is irrelevant.
i

i

I

i

I

i

i

`x:A
; ; x : P ` M : Q
;  ` Æx: M : P ( Q
; x : A;  ` M : P
;  ` x: M : A ! P
; ` M : P
; ` N : Q
;  ` hM; N i : P &Q
; x : A;

;x : P

I

`x:P

` M : P ( Q ; ` N : P
; ; ` M N : Q
; ` M : A ! P
; `N :A
; ` M N : P
;  ` M : P &P
; `  M : P

;

1

2

1

2

1

i

2

i

A key point of this type system is that in linear appli ations, the
operator and operand must depend upon distin t linear variables: in our
ase, ontinuation variables. This is part of how dupli ation of ontinuations is prohibited. Also, in intuitionisti appli ations, the operand
annot depend upon any linear variables sin e the operator's use of
its argument is un onstrained. The rules for &-produ ts indi ate that
while both fa tors in a &-pair depend upon the same linear variables,
when one fa tor is proje ted from the pair, there is no way to a ess the
other fa tor. Finally, the rules for variables do not admit Weakening, so
the type system is not aÆne, but linear, and prohibits ignoring linear
variables.
We will frequently onsider situations where some number of ontinuations are held in a single &-tuple in the linear zone. We introdu e
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the following synta ti sugar for them, using the evident n-ary form of
&-produ t, rather than the binary form.
; ; hx ; : : : ; x i : P &    &P ` M : P stands for ; ; y :
P &    &P ` M [ y=x ; : : : ;  y=x ℄ : P .
1

1

n

n

1

n

1

1

n

n

Æhx ; : : : ; x i: M stands for Æy: M [ y=x ; : : : ;  y=x ℄.
1

n

1

1

n

n

For simpli ity in presenting the transforms, we handle re ursive
types using the \equality approa h," where X: P and its unfolding
P [X: P=X ℄ are equal, yielding the typing rule
; ` M : Q
P =Q
; ` M : P
We omit the details, but the reader may onsult, for instan e, Abadi
and Fiore's omprehensive treatment [1℄.

3. Call/Return
The Fis her ( ontinuation- rst) ps transform [9℄ is a prominent histori explanation of pro edure all/return in terms of ontinuations.
Here we transform untyped bv (operator- rst) - al ulus into the
linear target language.
x def
= Æk: k x
def
x: M = Æk: k (Æk0 :x: M k0 )
M N def
= Æk: M (m: N (n: (m k) n))

(1)
(2)

Here we see that, as mentioned in the introdu tion, sour e language
pro edures are interpreted by ontinuation transformers: terms whi h
a ept a ontinuation and yield another ontinuation based upon the
argument ontinuation, and thus have type
D def
= D: (D ! R)

( (D ! R):

(3)

(Hen eforth, we do not expli itly de ne the types orresponding to
domains.) So a ontinuation transformer is e e tively the di eren e,
or delta, between two ontinuations, and Æ is used to form su h
abstra tions.
PROPOSITION 1. If x ; : : : ; x ontains the free variables of M, then
2

1

n

x : D; : : : ; x : D;
1

n

` M : (D ! R) ( R:

2 Although the te hni al de nition di ers, on eptually this notion of di eren e
is mu h the same as Moreau and Queinne 's [16℄.
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Here, noti e that sour e variables always get sent to the intuitionisti
zone, where they an be dupli ated or dis arded freely. Arguments
whi h are ontinuations, on the other hand, always show up in the
linear zone in the ourse of typing a target term.
Note that sin e the result type is abstra t, there are no losed terms
of type R. This means that a program must be provided with a means
of produ ing a result. As usual, this is a omplished by parameterising
programs with a toplevel (or initial) ontinuation, whi h the program
invokes to terminate. This ontinuation ontains operating system, say,
ode in whi h R is on rete. In parti ular, we do not just on o t some
target language term to use for the toplevel ontinuation, and then
interpret programs as losed terms of result type.
A ommon area of onfusion is the relationship between linearity
and re ursion. Sin e re ursion an be de ned via self-appli ation in the
sour e language, will we not have to use a ontinuation many times,
or not at all, in the target? The short answer is no: ontinuations do
not need to be used more than on e sin e we use re ursive ontinuation transformers to onstru t non-re ursive ontinuations, and these
ontinuation transformers an be used many times.
We explain this by on entrating on the transform of the most basi
self-appli ation of a variable:
f f = Æk: f k f:

This makes lear that, in the target language, re ursion is e e ted
by a sort of self-appli ation in whi h a ontinuation transformer f is
passed to a ontinuation f k whi h is obtained from f itself. If we were
to un urry the type of ontinuation transformers, a all to f would
dire tly pass itself as one of the arguments. The important point here
is that self-appli ation in the sour e does not imply that ontinuation
transformers are nonlinear fun tions; that is, it is entirely possible for
the ontinuation f k to be a nonlinear fun tion, without for ing f to
be a nonlinear fun tion. The typing derivation of self-appli ation in the
target language (see Figure 1) shows how the re ursive type must be
\unwound" on e to type the operand o urren e of f .
On the other hand, re ursion allows a term to diverge without ever
invoking its urrent ontinuation, but this in no way violates linear
typing. A full dis ussion of the dynami behaviour of linearly typed
ode is beyond the s ope of this paper, but for the present it suÆ es to
note that a fun tion whi h is \used linearly" is not ne essarily \invoked
exa tly on e," nor vi e versa.
This may raise the question of why a linear, rather than an aÆne,
system is used. This question omes up again later, but for the issue at
hand, it may seem that an aÆne system is a better intuitive t, but su h
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`f :D
D = (D ! R) ( (D ! R)
f : D; ` f : (D ! R) ( (D ! R)
f : D;

f : D;

` f : (D ! R) ( (D ! R)
f : D; k : D ! R ` k : D ! R
f : D; k : D ! R ` f k : D ! R
f : D; k : D ! R ` f k : D ! R

f : D;

f : D; k : D ! R ` f k f : R

f : D;
Figure 1.

` Æk: f

k f : (D ! R)

`f :D

(R

Typing derivation of self-appli ation in the target language.

intuitive notions are unproven, rather brittle, and often misleading; as
eviden ed by the observation above. Te hni ally, type-soundness in a
linear system is stronger than in an aÆne system, and so the linear
system is preferred.
Finally, it is essential to note that linearity does not arise be ause of
any linear abstra tions in the sour e, but be ause ontinuations are not
rst- lass. This is similar to O'Hearn and Reynolds's work [19℄, where
linearity and polymorphism arise in the target of a translation from
Algol; this prevents the state from being treated, semanti ally, as if it
were rst- lass.
3.1.

Other Transforms

We should emphasise that the pre eding analysis is not dependent on
the Fis her transform. Instead of a ontinuation- rst transform, we
ould use a ontinuation-se ond transform [17, 20, 24℄ without a e ting
the validity of the te hni al results, but a ontinuation- rst transform
admits a briefer presentation and we an ontrast ontinuation transformers and ontinuations, rather than two types of ontinuations.
More expli itly, the ontinuation-se ond version of (3) is
D def
= D: D ! ((D ! R) ( R):
An interpretation based upon this type will have linearly used ontinuations of type
D!R

intuitionisti ally used ontinuations of type
(D ! R) ( R
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and intuitionisti ally used fun tions of type
D ! ((D ! R)

An un urried interpretation
D def
= D: (!D

( R):

(D ! R)) ( R

would eliminate the need to treat the last two types separately at the
expense of requiring tensor produ t and bang ! types; and there would
still be two types of ontinuations, one used linearly and one not. So
our use of a ontinuation- rst transform is a key point whi h allows our
interpretation to use all ontinuations linearly. However, onstrained
versions of similar un onstrained interpretations, as shown above, will
have some linearly used ontinuations orresponding to our ontinuations, and some other types, possibly ontinuations, orresponding to
our ontinuation transformers, whi h will be used nonlinearly.

4. Ex eptions
Ex eptions are a powerful, and useful, jumping onstru t. But their
typing properties are rather omplex, and vary from language to language. To study the jumping aspe t of ex eptions we fo us on the
untyped pro edures sour e language extended with raise and handle
primitives, whi h we illustrate with several examples.
If the body of a handle expression evaluates to a value, the handler
is ignored:
handle 42 (e: e + 1) 42:
On the other hand, if the body raises a value, the handler is applied to
it:
handle (raise 41) (e: e + 1) 42:
When the body raises a value, any unevaluated portion of the body is
ignored and the handler is applied immediately:
handle (raise (raise 41)) (e: e + 1)
handle (1 (raise 41)) (e: e + 1)

42
42:

When the body of a handle expression raises, the nearest en losing
handler is applied:


handle handle (raise 13) (e: e + 29) (e: e + 1)

42:
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When the body of a handler raises, the next en losing handler is
applied:

handle handle (raise 13) (e: raise (e + 28)) (e: e + 1) 42:
Finally, a hara teristi feature of ex eptions: When a value is raised, it
is the dynami ally en losing handler whi h is applied. The stati ally enlosing handler, the nearest en losing handler in the program ode, has
no signi an e. Hen e when the body of a handle expression evaluates
to a value, the handler is forgotten and will never be applied:


f: handle (f 41) (e: e + 1) handle (x: raise x) (e: e

f: handle (f 41) (e: e + 1) (x: raise x)
handle (raise 41) (e: e + 1)
42:

1)



So, there is no onne tion between raise and e: e 1 underlined above.
Instead, raise refers to the nearest en losing handler when a value is
raised, e: e + 1.
As these examples show, evaluating an expression will result in either returning a value to the expression's ontext, or raising a value,
meaning that the urrent ex eption handler is applied to the value.
In standard ps fashion, an expression's ontext is represented as a
ontinuation, and so returning is interpreted as throwing to the return
ontinuation. Likewise, the urrent ex eption handler is represented as
a ontinuation, and so raising is interpreted as throwing to the handler
ontinuation. Sin e an expression annot both return and raise, only
one of the return and handler ontinuations will be invoked. And sin e
an expression must either return or raise, one of the return and handler
ontinuations must be invoked.
Formally, we pro eed as before, but now using a domain equation
D
= (D ! R) & (D ! R)
|

{z

}

|

{z

}

( (D ! R):

(4)

return
handler
Con eptually, su h &-pairs of ontinuations are two ontinuations
whi h share a ommon an estor ontinuation. Linear use of these pairs
means that (one and) only one ontinuation an be used, so in parti ular, passing one ontinuation as an argument to another is disallowed.
Note that the interpretation in the previous se tion is simply a degenerate ase of this, and in later se tions we will see that this idea
generalises to &-tuples.
At this point it be omes signi ant that
there are two di erent notions of \ ontinuation" involved. Intuitively,

Terminologi al Aside:
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one notion of ontinuation is that of \the destination of a jump-witharguments," and another notion is that of \an abstra tion of the e e ts
of exe uting the rest of the omputation." In the ase of pro edure
all/return, these two notions oin ide (elements of D ! R), and so
the term \ ontinuation" refers to both notions simultaneously. But for
other sour e languages these two notions do not generally oin ide, for
instan e, in this interpretation of ex eptions, \rest of the omputation"
ontinuations are represented by &-pairs of \destination of a jump"
ontinuations, whi h, as for pro edures, are represented as elements of
D ! R.
As in the treatment of pro edures, the \rest of the omputation"
ontinuations are used linearly. This linear usage imposes some onstraints on how the onstituent \destination of a jump" ontinuations
are manipulated, whi h we refer to using the terminology \passed
linearly." In (4) for example, pairing the return and handler ontinuations with & onstrains their use in that one or the other may
(and must) be used, but referring to this onstraint as \used linearly"
is somewhat misleading and ina urate, so we say \passed linearly"
instead. It may be helpful to think of types su h as (4) as genuinely
des ribing multiple-argument fun tions; then ea h argument is passed
linearly while the ombination of all the arguments is used linearly. For
types su h as (3) and (10), the arguments are both used and passed
linearly. The general situation for all the interpretations presented in
this paper is that \rest of the omputation" ontinuations are always
used linearly, and \destination of a jump" ontinuations are always
passed linearly.
Terminologi ally, this situation is quite unfortunate and so we use
the term \ ontinuation" for \destination of a jump" ontinuations
(whi h will always be elements of T ! R for some type T ), and refer
to \rest of the omputation" ontinuations by their representation, for
example: &-pairs of ontinuations. But it is important to realize that
linear use of \rest of the omputation" ontinuations is the ommon
thread whi h onne ts all the interpretations we present.

A typed version of (4) an be derived from a dire t semanti s,
following Moggi. That is, we start with
(A ! B ) = A ! B  + E;
followed by a standard ontinuation semanti s whi h gives us
A ! B  + E = ((B  + E ) ! R) ( (A ! R);
and nally a manipulation using the isomorphism
(B  + E ) ! R 
= (B  ! R)&(E ! R):

LinUC.tex; 18/04/2002; 0:07; p.10
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In this double-barrelled
return and handler [35℄.

ps

11

two ontinuations are manipulated:

x def
= Æhk; hi: k x
def
x: M = Æhk; hi: k (Æhk0 ; h0 i: x: M hk0 ; h0 i)
M N def
= Æhk; hi: M hm: N hm hk; hi; hi; hi
def
raise M = Æ hk; hi: M hh; hi
def
handle M e: H = Æ hk; hi: M hk; e: H hk; hii

Note that the rst three ases do not manipulate the handler ontinuation, just pass it along. The transform of raise M indi ates that M is
evaluated and the resulting value is thrown to the handler ontinuation,
and if the evaluation of M results in an ex eption being raised, the
urrent handler ontinuation is used. Correspondingly, the transform
of handle M e: H evaluates M with the same return ontinuation but
installs a new handler ontinuation whi h given e, evaluates H with
(handle M e: H )'s ontinuations.
The transform of raise both dis ards the urrent ontinuation, k,
and dupli ates the handler ontinuation, h, within a &-pair, but the
&-pair (that is, the \rest of the omputation" ontinuation) is neither
dupli ated nor dis arded. Likewise, the transform of handle dupli ates
the urrent ontinuation, but the &-pair is used linearly. Components
of a &-pair may be freely dupli ated and dis arded without violating
the linearity property sin e the onstraint on how &-pairs may be used
ensures that (one and) only one omponent may be a essed, as seen
in the transforms of variables and abstra tions.
Note that sin e the transform makes use of both the limited ability to
dis ard and to dupli ate ontinuations provided by &, using an aÆne
system whi h allows unrestri ted dis arding would not eliminate the
need to use &-pairs, and hen e the added Weakening rule would never
be exer ised. So in this ase (and for all the ases where ontinuations
are downward, as we will see later), Weakening is irrelevant. Con eptually and informally, this is true sin e in these ases, all the ontinuations
share a ommon an estor, the toplevel ontinuation, and so must all
be in one &-tuple. The types used to interpret programs require an
element of the result type in some form or another, and abstra tness
of R ensures that the only way to get one is by eventually invoking the
toplevel ontinuation. So one of the ontinuations in the &-tuple must
be invoked, and hen e Weakening is impotent.
It may be useful to point out that the \abort" operator ommon
in the ontinuations literature is a histori al pre ursor to ex eption
me hanisms [31℄, and an be seen as a spe ial ase. If every program
immediately installs a handler, and then no other handlers are installed,
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then raise has the intended meaning of abort. Although abort is often
intuitively thought of as dis arding the urrent ontinuation, this is
not problemati sin e the urrent ontinuation is in a &-pair with the
handler (abort) ontinuation.
PROPOSITION 2. If x ; : : : ; x ontains the free variables of M, then
1

n

` M : (D ! R)&(D ! R) ( R:

x : D; : : : ; x : D;
1

n

We try to give a feel for the jumpy avour of this semanti s with
the following example:
handle (x (raise y )) e: H:

(5)

Here x and y are free identi ers whi h an environment will give values
to. The transform is
Æhk; hi: (Æhk ; h i: (Æhk ; h i: k x)
hm: (Æhk ; h i: (Æhk ; h i: k x) hh ; h i)
hm hk ; h i; h i
; h i)
hk; e: H hk; hii:
1

1

2

2

2

3

3

1

4

1

4

4

3

3

1

1

Here, linear -redexes do not orrespond to any omputational steps
in the sour e language, but instead serve to arrange ode (they are soalled \administrative" redexes [20℄). After eliminating these redexes
we have
Æhk; hi: (m: (e: H hk; hi) y) x:
So (5) is transformed into a term whi h given return and handler
ontinuations, throws away the value of x, binds e to the value of y,
and then runs the body of the handler with the given ontinuations.
Noti e that the value of x is never applied to anything, as would be the
ase if raise y was interpreted as returning some spe ial value whi h a
modi ed appli ation knew to pass upward. Instead the interpretation
of raise y jumps past the remaining ode dire tly to the handler. So
while this semanti s is in some sense equivalent to the +E semanti s,
in another sense it is very di erent.

5. Dupli ating Continuations
A ru ial reason Propositions 1 and 2 hold is that in the appli ation
of an intuitionisti fun tion, the argument annot have any free linear
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variables. This has the e e t of pre luding upward ontinuations. In
the pro edures sour e language, a pro edure ( losure) is upward if it is
returned or stored [13℄. In the presen e of other ontrol behaviours, this
de nition must be altered a ordingly. In the language with ex eptions,
for instan e, a pro edure raised as an ex eption is also upward. Hen e,
in ps a ontinuation is upward if it is thrown to another ontinuation.
(Note that we do not onsider ases where ontinuations an be stored.)
Inversely, a ontinuation is downward if it is not upward. Con retely,
this is demonstrated by the term (whi h does not type- he k)
Æk: k (Æh:x: k (Æl:y: l x))

in whi h k is an upward ontinuation, that is, wrapped in a losure
whi h is thrown to another ontinuation; in this ase, k itself. This
term, whi h orresponds to
all

k:x: throw k y: x

in the sour e language, exhibits the ba ktra king behaviour leading
to the higher-order spaghetti ode asso iated with all . We use
all , whi h keeps pro edures and ontinuations separate, rather
than all/ , whi h merges pro edures and ontinuations, sin e the
latter would require modi ation of the interpretation of pro edures.
The ps transform of all shows how ontinuations are dupli ated,
breaking linearity.
all

def

= Æk: k (Æh:f: (f h) h)

This fails to type- he k sin e h, whi h is Æ-bound and hen e used linearly, is passed to a nonlinear fun tion, f h, whi h may freely dis ard
or dupli ate h. Also, h is expli itly dupli ated sin e it is passed to f as
both its return ontinuation and argument.
Similar ba ktra king behaviour an be seen in snobol and Prolog,
and their ontinuation semanti s do not obey a dis ipline of linear
ontinuation-passing [14, 34℄.

6. Rei ed Continuations, and Upward versus Downward
It might be expe ted that the reason ontinuations are passed linearly
in the all/return and ex eptions ases is that they are not rei ed, whi h
is to say dire tly named by program variables, as all a hieves.
After all, sour e language variables may appear any number of times
in a term. This reasoning is only partially valid. To explain this, we
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onsider a language where ontinuations are rei ed, but still passed
linearly.
We onsider a language of arithmeti expressions, with a means of
labelling a subexpression.
E ::= n j E + E j l : E j goto l E

A goto statement sends a value to the position where the indi ated
label resides. We all su h jumps forward sin e they are to ode whi h
has not been previously exe uted, even though the destination ode
may textually appear \before" the goto statement. Note that, as everything is an expression, exe ution pro eeds not from left to right, but
from most deeply to least deeply nested. As an example,
l : (2 + (l : (3 + l0 : (goto l 7))))
evaluates to 9, as evaluation jumps past 3 + [℄, e e tively sending
7 to the hole in l : (2 + [℄). This language provides the jumping
behaviour of a multiple ex eption me hanism, although it would be
very in onvenient to use sin e the same ode must be used whether
a value is returned normally or sent dire tly to a label. Regardless of
in onvenien e, intervening ode an be jumped over, even if labelled.
Labelling an expression and sending to it with goto is e e tively a
rst-order version of naming a ontinuation with all and invoking it
with throw. Following this analogy, labelling an expression asso iates
the urrent ontinuation of the expression with the label name, and
goto l e e ts a throw to the ontinuation asso iated with l. The ru ial
point is that although ontinuations are rei ed, they annot es ape the
ontext in whi h they are originally de ned. That is, in
l:E
l annot es ape out of E . On the other hand, in the analogous term in

the language with rst- lass ontinuations
all

k: M

k an indeed es ape out of M , as the example in the previous se tion

demonstrated. This means that ontinuations are not upward in the
language of forward jumps, only downward.
Unlike the previous ases, this language is not higher-order; so we
interpret expressions with the (non-re ursive) types
(N ! R) & (N ! R)&    &(N ! R) ( R;
{z } |
{z
}
urrent
labels

|
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where N is a primitive type of natural numbers. The rst ontinuation
in the &-tuple is the urrent ontinuation, and the others represent the
labels free in the sour e expression.
= Æhk; ~li: k n
n def
= Æhk; ~li: E he: F
E + F def
~
l

~
l

= Æhk; ~li: E
: E def

l

n+1

~
l

def

~
l

hf: k (e + f ); ~li; ~li
~
+1 hk; l; k i
hl ; ~li
~
l

~
l;ln

goto li E~l = Æ hk; ~li: E~l

i

~l is a list of labels l ; : : : ; l . For pre ision, the transform of E is
parameterised by ~l ontaining the labels free in E .
In the l : E lause, sin e the two o urren es of k are within a
1

n

&-tuple, linearity is not violated.

PROPOSITION 3. If ~l (= l ; : : : ; l ) ontains the free labels of E, then
1

;

n

` E : |(N ! R)& {z  &(N ! R}) ( R:
~
l

n+1

The moral of this story is that we annot attribute the failure of
linearity in the treatment of all only to the ability to name ontinuations (in the presen e of Contra tion and Weakening of sour e
language variables). That is, rei ed ontinuations are not ne essarily
used nonlinearly. However, rei ed ontinuations together with higherorder pro edures yield rei ed upward ontinuations, whi h suÆ e to
break linearity.
3

7. Ba kward Jumps
Next, one might think that the linear ontinuation-passing in the previous se tion is due to the absen e of ba kward jumps. That is, if one has
ba kward jumps, annot one jump to the same ontinuation multiple
times, thus violating linearity?
The answer is no, ba kward jumping does not require nonlinear
ontinuation-passing. In fa t, this point has already been made in the
treatment of untyped - al ulus, whi h involves self-appli ation, but it
is helpful to look at it in a setting where jumping is e e ted by expli it
manipulation of rei ed ontinuations rather than by the all/return
me hanism's impli it manipulation of non-rei ed ontinuations.
3 Other me hanisms giving rei ed ontinuations inde nite extent, su h as the
ability to store them, also suÆ e.
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In order to bring the entral issues out with a minimum of distra tion, we dis uss how to de ne a single re ursive label. The sour e
language onsists of ommands, C , and programs P .
C ::= dummy j goto l j C ; C
P ::= l : C

j 

The key feature is that the labelled ommand an ontain jumps to the
beginning of the ommand, so multiple jumps to the label are possible.
To interpret this language we use a type of ommand ontinuations
K def
=S!R

where S is the type of stores. (When performing ba kward jumps it
is ne essary to ommuni ate information, if one is not to always loop
inde nitely. So it is reasonable here to onsider state; alternatively, we
ould onsider labels that a ept a number of arguments.) Commands
are interpreted with the type

& |{z}
K ( K:
urrent label
The rst argument is the urrent ontinuation, whi h represents the
omputation to perform when exe ution pro eeds normally to the next
ommand, and the se ond is the denotation of the (single) label l. The
transform of ommands is then straightforward.
K
|{z}

def
dummy = Æ hk; li: k
def
goto l = Æ hk; li: l
def

C ; C = Æhk; li: C
0

1

0

hC hk; li; li
1

A program l : C e e tively binds l, and results in a ontinuation
transformer of type
K

(K

whi h a epts a toplevel ( urrent) ontinuation. Divergen e is possible
in this language sin e jumps to l within C go ba k to the beginning of
l : C , so we use a standard xed-point ombinator
Y : (P

! P ) ! P:

At rst sight the desired transform appears to be in ompatible with
linearity. Indeed, were we not restri ting the use of ontinuations, we
ould interpret l : C with the type
K

!K
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and de ne the transform as
l : C def
= k: Y h: C hk; hi

(6)

This approa h, in whi h a re ursive ontinuation is de ned dire tly
using Y : (K ! K ) ! K , is the one typi ally taken in the ontinuation semanti s of goto. Although the dynami behaviour of this
interpretation is linear, as an more easily be seen by rewriting (6)
l : C k = C hk; l : C ki;

the analogous version whi h passes ontinuations linearly will not typehe k due to the free ontinuation in the argument of Y. However, by
moving up a level in the types we an lose the argument of Y to avoid
this problem
l : C def
= Y t: Æk: C hk; t ki:
(7)
Note that the term we take a xed-point of has type (K ( K ) !
(K ( K ), so the de nition of a program makes use of a re ursive ontinuation transformer, but ontinuations are not themselves re ursive.
It is urious how linear typing for es xed-points to be taken at higher
types. The upshot is that di erent ba kward jumps to l orrespond to
distin t ontinuations, whi h are generated by xed-point unwinding.
(This treatment is very similar to the handling of re ursion in untyped
- al ulus where ontinuation transformers are self-applied to unwind
to a xed-point, but ontinuations are not re ursive. The only di eren e here is that we expli itly take a xed-point, rather than rely on
self-appli ation.)
To make this on rete, it is helpful to onsider an example of the
e e t of unwinding. Expli itly, unwinding (7) twi e we have
l : C = Æk: C hk; C hk; (Y t: Æk: C hk; t ki) kii

from whi h we see that the rst jump to l invokes
C hk; (Y t: Æk: C hk; t ki) ki

while the se ond jump to l invokes
(Y t: Æk: C hk; t ki) k
and so on.
More formally, we appeal to the standard predomain model of the
target language to give a proof sket h of the adequa y of taking xedpoints at higher types. In this model,
Æk: Y h:

hk; hi = Y t: Æk: hk; t ki
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for any : K &K ( K . This holds sin e, for all n  0,
(h: hk; hi) ? = (t: Æk: hk; t ki) ? k
by a straightforward indu tion on n. So the two hains have the same
elements, and hen e the same least upper bounds:
G
G
f(h: hk; hi) ? j n  0g = f(t: Æk: hk; t ki) ? k j n  0g:
Therefore, by ontinuity of x: x k,
G
G
f(h: hk; hi) ? j n  0g = f(t: Æk: hk; t ki) ? j n  0g k;
and hen e
Y h: hk; hi = (Y t: Æk: hk; t k i) k;
from whi h the result follows. The remainder of a full adequa y result
is straightforward. (While this argument appeals to a spe i model,
analogous operational fa ts an be shown.)
With this as ba kground we move on to a full language, the \small
ontinuation language" of Stra hey and Wadsworth [32℄. We preemphasise that our treatment of re ursive labels is not identi al to
that of Stra hey and Wadsworth, as we must go up a level in the types
to a ommodate linearity, and our treatment of label-valued expressions exploits the fa t that the only meaningful operation on su h an
expression in the language is to jump to it.
The sour e language onsists of expressions, E , and ommands, C .
C ::= p j dummy j C ; C j E ! C ; C j goto E
j x C ; l : C ; : : : ; l : C xj j resultis E
E ::= x j l j true j false j E ! E ; E j valof C
Here p is a primitive statement, x is a variable, and l is a label. Note
that we do not in lude expli it loops sin e they are redundant, though
they ould be easily added.
Together valof and resultis provide a form of pro edure all and
return whi h avoids issues of variable binding. Labelled ommands l : C
and goto provide a jumping me hanism. Additionally, sin e blo ks may
ontain free labels whi h are bound by en losing blo ks, the ma hinery
for a multiple ex eption me hanism is also present. Su h ex eptions
would be parameterless sin e jumps to labels do not arry values, but
ex eption parameters ould be passed through the store.
We extend the target language with a primitive type of booleans, B.
n

n

n

n

n

n

0

0

1

1

1

n

0

n

0

;

` tt : B

1

;

1

2

` ff : B

; ` M : B
; 0 ` N : A
; 0 ` O : A
; ; 0 ` if M then N else O : A
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Primitive ommands are mapped to their interpretations in the
target language by
JpK : K ( K:
Commands are interpreted with the types

(B !
K ) & K & K &    &K ( K
|
|{z}
{z }
{z
}
labels
urrent ommand urrent return failure
The rst argument in the &-tuple is the urrent ommand ontinuation.
Next, the urrent return ontinuation is the expression ontinuation
to whi h a resultis ommand will deliver a value. After that, the
failure ontinuation is a onstant ommand ontinuation invoked when
a valof ommand \falls o the end" without performing a resultis
ommand. Finally, the remaining ommand ontinuations are the
denotations of the labels in s ope.
Similarly, expressions are interpreted with the types
K

|{z}

&

|

(B ! K ) & K & K &    &K ( K:
|
| {z }
|{z}
{z
}
urrent return failure
labels
Here the rst argument in the &-tuple, the urrent return ontinuation,
is the expression ontinuation to whi h the value of the expression will
be delivered. The remaining arguments: the failure ontinuation and
ommand ontinuations, are handled as above.
The transforms, given in Figure 2, make use of a divergent term
def
diverge = Y x: x : P

and are parameterised by a sequen e of labels, l ; : : : ; l , whi h
ontains the labels free in the term being transformed. In de ning the transforms, we use the notation X M as a shorthand for
M [1=i℄; M [2=i℄; : : : ; M [n=i℄.
Stra hey and Wadsworth's semanti s of goto E uses a urrent ontinuation whi h \proje ts" its argument, performing a sort of dynami
type- he king. But they do not spe ify what happens if the he k fails.
Here we spe ify that exe ution diverges, but other hoi es are possible:
the failure ontinuation whi h is being arried around ould be used,
for instan e.
The interpretation of a valof expression
1

n

n

i=1

4

def
valof C~l = Æ hr; f; ~li: C~l hf; r; f; ~li
4 We use \X" (Chi) for the iterated omma in analogy with \" (Sigma) for
iterated sum and \" (Pi) for iterated produ t.
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= Æhr; f; ~li: r x
x def
= Æhr; f; ~li: l
l def
~
l

~
l

E

0

def
true~l = Æ hr; f; ~li: r tt
def
false~l = Æ hr; f; ~li: r ff
def
~

! E ; E = Æhr; f; li: E hx: (if x then E
hr; f; ~li
; f; ~li
def
valof C = Æ hr; f; ~li: C hf; r; f; ~li
1

2~
l

~
l

0~
l

1~
l

else E2~l)

~
l

= Æhk; r; f; ~li: JpK k
p def
def
dummy = Æ hk; r; f; ~li: k
~
l

~
l

= Æhk; r; f; ~li: C
C ; C def
= Æhk; r; f; ~li: E
E ! C ; C def
0

1~
l

0~
l

0

1~
l

~
l

def
goto E~l = Æ hk; r; f; ~li: E~l
def
~

hC hk; r; f; ~li; r; f; ~li
hx: (if x then C else C )
hk; r; f; ~li
; f; ~li
hdiverge k; f; ~li
1~
l

0~
l

1~
l

x C ; l : C ;:::; l : C xj = Æhk; r; f; li:
(hX t i: C ht hk; r; f; ~li; r; f; ~l
; X t hk; r; f; ~lii)
(Y hX t i:
hX Æhk; r; f; ~li:
C X
=1
ht hk; r; f; ~li; r; f; ~l
; X t hk; r; f; ~lii
; Æhk; r; f; ~li:
C X
=1
hk; r; f; ~l
; X t hk; r; f; ~liii)
def
resultis E = Æ hk; r; f; ~li: E hr; f; ~li
0

1

1

n

n

~
l

n

i=1 i

0~
l

1

n

i=1 i

n

i=1 i
n

1

i=1

i~
l;

n
i

li

i+1

n

i=1 i

n
i

n~
l;

li

n

i=1 i

~
l

Figure 2.

~
l

Transforms of expressions and ommands
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installs the failure ontinuation as the urrent ontinuation, and installs
the urrent expression ontinuation as the return ontinuation, and
exe utes C . The interpretation of a resultis ommand
def
resultis E = Æ hk; r; f; ~li: E hr; f; ~li
evaluates expression E with the urrent return ontinuation as the
expression ontinuation, ignoring the urrent ontinuation.
As mentioned earlier, label-valued expressions are handled spe ially.
In the transform of a label
= Æhr; f; ~li: l
l def
the label is not passed to the urrent expression ontinuation but is
instead itself returned. This is why the type of the return ontinuation
is B ! K rather than (B + K ) ! K , whi h Stra hey and Wadsworth
use. The result of this treatment is that returning a label with resultis
has the same e e t as jumping to the label with goto.
resultis l = goto l
This is adequate sin e the only thing to do with su h a returned label
is to immediately jump to it, that is, labels are not truly rst- lass. A
more standard transform
l = Æhr; f; ~li: r l
will not type- he k in a linear system sin e both r and l ome from the
same &-tuple. Furthermore, extensions to the language su h as variable
binding or assignment onstru ts require the label to be returned to the
return ontinuation, but with the addition of su h onstru ts ba ktra king behaviour is possible sin e labels are rei ed upward ontinuations.
Su h extensions are not problemati if restri ted to non-label values,
however.
The ne essity of this exploitive treatment demonstrates that the
fullest and most natural ombinations of some ontrol onstru ts whi h
individually pass ontinuations linearly, do not jointly admit a dis ipline of linear ontinuation-passing. In other words, the intera tions
between di erent ontrol onstru ts an make the expressive power of
the whole greater than that of the sum of the parts.
~
l

~
l

~
l

l

l

~
l

PROPOSITION 4.

1. If x ; : : : ; x ontains the free variables of C, and ~l (= l ; : : : ; l )
ontains the free labels of C, then
1

m

1

x : A ;:::;x : A ;
1

1

m

m

n

  &K} ( K
` C : K &(B ! K )&K & K
| & {z
~
l

n
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2. If x ; : : : ; x ontains the free variables of E, and ~l (= l ; : : : ; l )
ontains the free labels of E, then
1

m

1

x : A ;:::;x : A ;
1

1

m

m

n

  &K} ( K
` E : (B ! K )&K & K
| & {z
~
l

n

8. Coroutines
One view of a ontinuation is as the state of a pro ess, and it has been
known for some time that the ombination of state and labels an be
used to implement oroutines [23℄.
To design a ontinuation semanti s of oroutines we do not, however,
need the full power of the features used in these en odings; namely,
rst- lass ontrol and higher-order store. But we need to do more
than simply have several ontinuations, one for ea h oroutine, and
swap them. The extra ingredient that is needed is the ability to pass
the saved state of one oroutine to another, so the other oroutine
an then swap ba k; this is implemented using a re ursive type and
upward ontinuations. For simpli ity, we on entrate on the ase where
ea h program onsists of two oroutines built from a small ommand
language.
The language onsists of boolean expressions, E , ommands, C , and
programs, P , whi h set up two global oroutines.
E ::= true j false j E nor E
expressions
C ::= skip j swap j output E j C ; C ommands
P ::= C k C
programs

Exe ution begins with the left C . When swap is exe uted, exe ution of the urrently exe uting oroutine is paused and exe ution of
the other begins. Exe ution ontinues until another swap ommand is
en ountered. For example, exe uting
output true ; swap ; output true k output false ; swap

(8)

will output true, then false, and then true. In this simple setting there
is no fa ility for a program to terminate and return an answer as one
might expe t. Instead, all programs diverge after having output nitely
many booleans. More pre isely, when exe ution of a oroutine \falls o
the end," the oroutine will swap inde nitely. For example, exe uting
skip k output true ; swap ; output false

(9)
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will output true, and then false before diverging. This s enario is not
as strange and ontrived as it might rst appear. Programs in this
language are similar to operating system pro esses whi h run forever,
a omplishing their tasks by side-e e ting the ma hine state but never
terminating with an answer. We dis uss the reasons behind this hoi e
of sour e language at the end of the se tion.
To interpret this language, we make use of the booleans added to the
sour e language in Se tion 7 and add an output fa ility to the target
language:
; `N :R
; `M :B
; ` output M ; N : R
Several presentations of the intended meaning of output M ; N are possible. The rst is imperative and says that in exe uting output M ; N ,
rst M is evaluated to a boolean value, then this value is output,
and then N is exe uted. Alternatively, for the denotationally minded
reader who may be un omfortable with an imperative semanti s of the
mathemati al metalanguage, sin e R is an abstra tion of the e e ts in
the language, output M ; N an be thought of as the ombination of
outputting the value of M and the e e ts N represents. For the presentation here we leave R and output M ; N abstra t, but the following
de nitions illustrate the idea:

R def
= R: !B
def

output M ; N = (!M; N )

R

Although ! and do not appear in the target language presented, the
intent should be lear: R is a type of linear streams and output M ; N
is the stream with rst element M and remainder N .
The domain of ontinuations is
K
=K

( R:

Note that sin e the argument of a ontinuation is also a ontinuation,
ontinuations are upward. We interpret sour e ommands with the type
K

( K:

(Note that sin e the treatment of jumps in Se tion 7 is independent
of the type of ommand ontinuations, and a labelled ommand is
interpreted with a ommand ontinuation transformer, extending the
language of oroutines with jumps is straightforward.) Intuitively, the
meaning of a ommand depends upon both the ommands following
it, and upon the other oroutine. For example, the leftmost o urren e of output true in (8) depends upon swap ; output true and
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output false ; swap. Both of these are represented as ontinuations, so,

unrolling the re ursive type on the right hand side of the interpretation
of ommands on e, we have
K
|{z}

urrent

(

K
|{z}

blo ked

( R:

(10)

So the interpretation of a ommand a epts a ontinuation whi h represents the rest of the ( urrent) oroutine, a epts a ontinuation whi h
is the ontrol state of the other (blo ked) oroutine, and then runs. This
treatment is essentially store-passing style of a stored ontinuation for
the ontrol state of the blo ked oroutine.
Note that the typing of this interpretation is very di erent from
those in pre eding se tions sin e the two argument ontinuations are
passed independently, rather than in a &-pair. Here, when a ontinuation is invoked, another ontinuation is passed to it. This means that
the invoked and argument ontinuations annot ome from the same
&-pair, and hen e both urrent and blo ked ontinuations must be used
and annot share a ommon an estor ontinuation.
We an now give the ps transform of most of the ommands:
5

C ; C def
= Æ : Æb: C (Æb0 : C
def
skip = Æ : Æb: b
def
swap = Æ : Æb: b
1

2

1

2

b0 ) b = Æ : C (C
=Æ :
1

2

)

The lause for sequen e says that the e e t of exe uting C ; C with
urrent and blo ked ontinuations and b is the e e t of exe uting
C with urrent ontinuation Æb0 : C b0 and blo ked ontinuation b.
This means that on e C is nished, it will pass the new ontrol state
of the blo ked oroutine, b0 , sin e it might have hanged during the
exe ution of C , and then C will be exe uted with urrent and blo ked
ontinuations and b0 .
The lause for skip says that the e e t of exe uting skip with urrent and blo ked ontinuations and b is simply the e e t represented
by , leaving the blo ked ontinuation un hanged.
The lause for swap says that the e e t of exe uting swap with
urrent and blo ked ontinuations and b is the e e t represented by
b, using as the blo ked ontinuation. This passes ontrol from the
running oroutine to the blo ked oroutine sin e the blo ked ontinuation is invoked with the urrent ontinuation passed for the blo ked
ontinuation.
1

1

2

2

1

1

5

2

or in a -pair if we were to un urry the type of ommands
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Sour e expressions are interpreted with the type of booleans, B.
Sin e expressions are pure, we use the following simple interpretation:
def
= true
def
JfalseK = false
def
JE1 nor E2 K = :(JE1 K _ JE2 K)
JtrueK

Using this, the

ps

transform of expressions is:
def

E=

(

tt if JE K
ff otherwise

Now we an give the transform of the remaining ommand:
def
output E = Æ : Æb: output E ; b

This lause says that the e e t of exe uting output E with urrent and
blo ked ontinuations and b is the ombination of outputting E and
the e e t represented by , leaving the blo ked ontinuation un hanged.
To interpret sour e programs we must de ne a ontinuation whi h
represents the behaviour of a oroutine when it falls o its end. To do
so we make use of a xed-point ombinator with a slightly nonstandard
type:
def
YÆ = Y y: t: t (y t) : (P ( P ) ! P

We need to use this type sin e the usual one is (P ! P ) ! P but we
need to onstru t a re ursive ontinuation, so we would need to use the
ombinator at type (K ! K ) ! K , whi h does not t well with linear
ontinuation-passing.
The thought of a xed-point ombinator of type (P ( P ) ! P
may ause some anxiety sin e the argument fun tion has type P ( P .
This means that the fun tion being re ursively de ned must be used,
so there an be no base ase and hen e all re ursive fun tions de ned
with YÆ must diverge. But this is not problemati in this setting sin e,
as all sour e programs diverge, we want to de ne divergent fun tions.
Also, we have no need to identify all divergent fun tions and we will
use many di erent fun tions whi h do some output and then diverge.
Above we spe i ed that a oroutine swaps inde nitely when it falls
o its end. We de ne the ontinuation whi h represents the behaviour
of a oroutine when it falls o its end, f, as follows:
def
f = YÆ swap : K
Note that

f = Æb: b f;
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so f is the ontinuation whi h takes in the ontrol state of the other
oroutine, b, and immediately transfers ontrol by invoking b and passing itself as the blo ked ontinuation. Therefore swapping with urrent
and blo ked ontinuations and f results in invoking with blo ked
ontinuation f, that is, the same e e t as skip:
swap
skip

f=f
f

= f
= f

Also, sin e f f is a term of type R whi h redu es to itself without any
output, f f is \bottom" for type R.
Finally, we interpret sour e programs with the answer type, R and
the transform of programs is:
6

C

1

k C def
=C
2

1

f (C2 f)

As an example, we give the transform of (9). Note that although
we have not presented the equational theory of the target language, we
will make use of the usual axiom here.
skip k output true ; swap ; output false
= skip f (output true ; swap ; output false f)
= f (output true ; swap ; output false f)
= output true ; swap ; output false f f
= output true (Æb0 : swap ; output false f b0 ) f
= output tt; swap ; output false f f
= output tt; swap (Æb0 : output false f b0 ) f
= output tt; f (Æb0 : output false f b0 )
= output tt; (Æb0 : output false f b0 ) f
= output tt; output ff; f f

PROPOSITION 5.

`E:B
; `C:K(K
; `P :R

1. ;
2.
3.

Our hoi e of sour e language may seem quite strange so we brie y
dis uss the te hni al issues involved in this hoi e. Typing problems
arise with a sour e language in whi h the oroutines an terminate.
6 Sin e programs do not terminate, there is no need for a toplevel ontinuation.
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Sin e a oroutine has two ontinuation arguments, urrent and blo ked,
if it is to terminate by giving a value to the toplevel ontinuation,
something must be done with the blo ked ontinuation, sin e in a linear system it annot simply be dis arded. Using an aÆne type system
would allow ontinuations to be dis arded, but while this would be an
improvement, it would still be unsatisfa tory sin e a di erent toplevel
ontinuation would be required for ea h oroutine. We would like to
have a single toplevel ontinuation whi h either oroutine would invoke
when nished. In this setting, both ontinuations representing the ontrol state the oroutines would depend on the toplevel ontinuation.
Hen e a linear (or aÆne) type system will for e these ontinuations
into a single &-pair. But then the interpretation of ommands fails to
type- he k sin e we need to apply one ontinuation from the pair to
the other, whi h neither a linear nor an aÆne system will allow.
Returning to the dis ussion of rei ed versus unrei ed and upward
versus downward ontinuations, in this se tion we have presented an
interpretation in whi h ontinuations are upward but unrei ed, and
passed linearly. So ontinuations may be passed linearly not only when
downward, but also when upward and unrei ed.

9. Con lusions and Related Work
There are (at least) two main reasons why restri ted type systems for
ps are of interest. The rst is pragmati , and urrent. In a ompiler
or other program analysis or veri ation system, ps an be very
useful sin e it provides a uniform me hanism for all ontrol ow and
some language features su h as higher-order pro edures be ome mu h
more manageable. This simpli ation omes at a pri e in pre ision,
however, sin e the standard, unrestri ted, ps is usually (mu h) more
expressive than the fragment needed to interpret the sour e language
in question. Often this loss of pre ision is una eptable. Restri ting to
linear ontinuation-passing redu es the expressiveness of the ps target
language, and hen e, loss of pre ision.
The se ond reason is on eptual. If ontrol onstru ts use ontinuations in a stylised way, then we may hope to better understand
these onstru ts by studying the typing properties of their semanti s.
An example of this is ontained in the observation that rst- lass
ontinuations break linear typing, while ex eptions do not.
Also, although work on onstraining the power of ontinuations has
been done, for example Friedman and Haynes' [12℄, the onstraints
generally take the form of assertions he ked at runtime whi h ensure
a program's dynami behaviour obeys ertain invariants. This paper,
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on the other hand, presents a stati type system, and many of the
usual advantages (stati he k-ability, unne essity of runtime he ks,
et .) and disadvantages (loss of expressiveness, et .) of stati typing
apply. Also, sin e \used linearly" and \invoked exa tly on e" are not
the same, as dis ussed in Se tion 3, the results from prior work do not
immediately arry over.
We have presented interpretations of a variety of ontrol onstru ts
whi h pass ontinuations linearly. While ea h interpretation is slightly
di erent, only two basi te hniques are used. In all the ases where ontinuations are downward (that is, all but oroutines), using the additive
produ t type to onstru t &-tuples of ontinuations is suÆ ient. This
te hnique seems to be a general solution when ontinuations are downward, given the variety of onstru ts interpretable by it. The situation
is not as lear when ontinuations are upward, however. Generalisation
of the treatment of oroutines appears to require the addition of some
typing me hanism whi h allows dupli ation of a ontinuation, given a
promise to dis ard one of the opies before invoking the other, while allowing exible use of the two opies in the meantime. Additive produ ts
do not suÆ e due to the last onstraint.
We have demonstrated that in a wide variety of ases the ps transform adheres to a linear typing dis ipline, redu ing the expressiveness
of the ps language and hen e redu ing the loss of pre ision. We have
obtained some preliminary ompleteness results (whi h imply that restri ting to linear ontinuation-passing eliminates all loss of pre ision),
but urrently our analysis there is not exhaustive. For example, we have
identi ed sublanguages for the pro edure all and ex eption ases, together with synta ti ompleteness results, to the e e t that ea h term
in the target is -equal to terms that ome from the transform. But,
presently, we use di erent \ arved out" sublanguages (similar to that
used by Sabry and Felleisen [27℄) for ea h sour e language, obtained by
restri ting the types in the target; these languages obviously embed into
the larger one here, but there is a question as to whether these embeddings preserve ompleteness, and whether the transforms themselves
preserve ontextual equivalen e relations (re e tion, or soundness, is
not problemati ). Additionally, in very re ent work, Zdan ewi and
Myers [38℄ use a very similar type system to prove se ure information
ow in a higher-order, imperative language. The onstrained use of
ontinuations is ru ial to their proof, providing support for the utility
and appli ability of linear typing of ps.
Besides the synta ti ompleteness questions above, there are a number of hallenges for denotational models. For example, given a model
of ( bv) - al ulus, one might onje ture that there is a linear ps
model that is equivalent to it; here, by \equivalent" we would ask for
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isomorphism, or a full and faithful embedding, and not just an adequa y
orresponden e. For lower-order sour e languages we have been able to
obtain ompleteness results based on the oheren e spa e model, but
this analysis does not extend to higher order. A good pla e to try to
pro eed further might be game models, whi h have been used by Laird
to give very exa t models of ontrol [15℄, and where the linear passing of
ontinuations is to some extent visible. Of ourse, one an ask similar
questions for lasses of models des ribed ategori ally, as well as for
spe i , on rete models.
For the ase of pure simply-typed - al ulus, the soundness of linear
ps|the fa t that the target adheres to a linear typing dis ipline|is
well known amongst ontinuation experts. Surprisingly, we have not
been able to nd the transform stated in the literature. But, as we have
emphasised, it is mu h more than all/return that obeys linearity. There
have ertainly been hints of this in the literature, for instan e the laim
that oroutines an be implemented using one-shot ontinuations [5℄.
Our fo us on linearity grew out of a study of expressiveness, where the
distinguishing power of ontrol onstru ts was found to be intimately
related to the number of times a ontinuation ould be used [36, 37℄.
It is important to note that our approa h is very di erent from
Filinski's linear ontinuations [8℄. In our transforms it is ontinuation
transformers, rather than ontinuations themselves, that are linear
fun tions. Also, sin e Filinski used a linear target language, he ertainly
ould have a ounted for linearly passed ontinuations as we have;
but his bv transform has an additional !, whi h essentially turns the
prin ipal ( we use into !.
In a di erent line [21, 22℄, Polakow, Pfenning and Yi have also
investigated substru tural properties of the range of ps, and obtained
ex ellent results. Their approa h is quite di erent from that here in
both aims and te hniques; generally speaking, one might say that we
take a somewhat semanti ta k (fo using on use), where their approa h
is more exa t and implementation-oriented. Compared to the approa h
here, an important point is their use of ordered ontexts to apture
the property that, in their treatment, the arguments of auxiliary ontinuations introdu ed by the ps transform (su h as m and n in (2))
are used in a sta k-like fashion, and that all these arguments are used
before the urrent ontinuation. The system presented here, however,
annot apture these properties sin e it makes no distin tion between
arguments of the auxiliary ontinuations and arguments of the ontinuations orresponding to sour e pro edures (su h as x in (1)) and sin e
there is no inherent notion of order in the system.
We have been virtually silent on the issue of state. Adding state
essentially allows information to be transmitted unobserved by the
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type system. So allowing storage of anything not ontrolled by the
type system is straightforward. In our ase, sin e the type system
is only on erned with ontrol behaviour, adding rst-order store is
harmless. Also, in the ases where ontinuations are not rei ed, allowing
higher-order store does not result in stored ontinuations, and so is also
harmless. Thiele ke has done some related work on state [37℄. Allowing
stored ontinuations, however, is an entirely di erent story and general
me hanisms look to be e e tively pre luded by linear typing.
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